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Abstract. In this paper we prove that, if HT(X) denotes the

rth deRham cohomology group of a connected manifold X and if

the cup product Hl(X) /\rH\X)-+H*(X) is not injective, then

vi(X) is not abelian. As a corollary, if b, is the rth Betti number,

then 561(61 —1)>¿>2 implies ir¡(X) being nonabelian.

Let X be a connected differentiable manifold with a base point x0.

Denote by H(X) its deRham cohomology over the real (or complex)

number field K. The purpose of this note is to provide a simple direct

proof of the next assertion, which seems to have escaped notice.

Theorem. If the fundamental group iri(X) is abelian, then the canon-

ical homomorphism 6 given by the composition

W(X) Ak E\X) -+ H\X) A H\X) C H\X)

is injective, where Hi(X)/\K Hl(X) is the exterior product over K and

Hl(X) A Hl{X) is the cup product.2

An immediate consequence is the following sufficient condition

for it\(X) to be nonabelian.

Corollary. Let br = dimKHr(X). If \bi(bx — \)>b2, then iri(X) is

nonabelian.

Remark. Manifolds having an abelian fundamental group have at-

tracted very early attention. K. Reidemeister's work [3] implies that,

if a compact 3-manifold X has an abelian fundamental group, then

&i^3, which was also proved by P. A. Smith [4]. Now the same in-
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! It was observed by W. S. Massey that the theorem is valid for CW complexes

with finitely generated homotopy groups and for an arbitrary field as cohomology co-

efficient. His proof consists of a reduction to the case of K(r, 1) by attaching n-cells,

itä3, in order to kill higher homotopy groups. In doing so there is an injection on the

level of second cohomology groups. Therefore one has only to verify the theorem for

K{ir, 1) with x being an abelian group.
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equality also follows from the above corollary by noting that b2 = bi.

Proof of Theorem. Let X be the universal covering space of X

with a base point x0. If w is a closed 1-form on X, the path integral

fXow lifts to a function/„ on X with/„(x0) =0.

Let wi, ■ ■ ■ , wm be closed 1-forms, whose cohomology classes

[wiji " ' ' i k] are linearly independent. If

« = 52 c¡j[wi] A [wj] E Ker 0,
i<i

then there exists a 1 -form w with dw = 52'</c«;M;'Awy. Let a: [O, l]—*X

be a (piecewise smooth) path from x0, which lifts to a path à from x0

in X. Define

/WiWj =        I   I wAwj(a(t),à(t))dt.
a "  0   \ " a\ [0,<]        /

Then

I     S CijUUWj =    I      52 CijfWiWj.

The exterior derivative of  the  1-form   ^CijfWiWj on  X is simply

7ijCißi/\®i=sd'8i.
It follows that ^CijfWiWj — w is a closed 1-form on X and that the

value of the integral

(1) J  52 CijWiWj - J w

along a loop a at x0 depends only on the homotopy class  {a)E

1Tl(X, Xo).

Choose loops «i, • • • , am at x0 such that the mXm matrix (fa¡wí)

is nonsingular. We may assume that fajWi = 5ij. (Normalize the w's if

necessary.) Write a,y=a¿a:yai"1ay_1. Then faijw = Q. Use the formulas

aß

and

/ww' =   I  to' +  I  w I w' +  I ww'
nR J r, J «        J H J ft

/«^ a,

ww' = 0
•^ Ota-*

to verify that
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/WW'  = WW' T   I     »I w' +    I WW'
aßa^ß-1 "aß " aß      " a-'/S"1 •* a-^ß-1

=   I   ww' +   I   w I  w' +   I  W
•/„ J a      J ß J g

+    I      ww' +1   10 I a/' + ww'
" a~l J a        J ß J ß-1

=   \w\w'—   \w\  w'.
Ja      J ß " ß      "a

If cik^O, l<k, then the value of the integral (1) along au is nonzero,

and a;* cannot be nullhomotopic. Since ttiÍX) is abelian, this cannot

happen, and u = 0. Every element of Ker 6 can be written in the form

of u. Hence 6 is injective.

The above result and further extensions can be also taken as appli-

cations of a systematic treatment of iterated path integrals, which

will be presented in a forthcoming work [2]. The algebraic aspect of

the work has been announced in [l].
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